Ben Nevis Rock & Ice Guide: Errata 1.0 (file date 8th May 2003)
p.14 West Highland Railway was opened 1894.
p.26 Clothier and Mullen climbed Journey into Space the weekend after Spacewalk.
p.40 Calluna tel no is 01397 700451.
p.40 CIC Hut map ref should be NN 167 722.
p.41 Photo should be credited to Kirk Watson.
p.41 Typo: …now propane gas are cylinders (delete are).
p.46 CIC Hut map ref should be NN 167 722.
p.48 The emergency shelter on the plateau at Carn Dearg was not removed in summer
2002. It’s correct map reference is NN 158 719.
p.133 Diagram: Comb Gully Buttress (64) does not kink right on diagram.
p.149 Diagram: Hobgoblin (101) finishes right along Gargoyle Wall (100) not straight up.
p.155 Diagram: Forearm (124) started up buttress left of initial icefall on first ascent.
p.162 Spartacus. The traverse at the end of pitch 3 should read left, not right.
p.208 First caption should read: ‘The crucial third pitch of King Kong...’
p.216 Map: Am Bodach, North-East Face should reference p.225.
p.227 Typo: THE AONACHS
p.236 Diagram: Tunnel Vision (20) is Grade III.
p.267 Stob Coire an Laoigh approach. From the parking space it is best to continue along
the concrete walkway, cross the fence using a stile, and go up the bank to flatter ground.
p.270 Diagram: Central Wall (14) takes the lower of the two faults on the right wall of
Central Gully.
p.276 Diagram: Numbers for Ping Pong (18) and Broad Gully (19) should be interchanged.
p.302 Diagram: Staghorn Gully (34) follows lower of two shelves.
p.308 Diagram: South Pipe Direct (35) follows lower gully in its entirety.
p.327 The Clanger. Moriarty fell out of the groove not Stenhouse.
p.334 Forearm first ascensionists were D.Cuthbertson, L.Robinson, S.McKerchar,
D.Caunt. A.Dedman and S.Clark made the second ascent the following day. From the top
of the first icefall they then climbed another shallow icy gully up over the rib on the right.
p.335 Nasturtium first ascensionists were D.Cuthbertson, J.Wells, R.Murray.

